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Abstract
The perfonnance of smart antenna in an indoor environment, with the emphasis on
improving the system capacity of direct sequence code division multiple access (OS-
COMA) base station is studied. A model for me uplink COMA is presented which
assumes that the base station alone uses an antenna array to transmit and receive signals.
In the channel model we assume that the signal bandwidth is much larger than the
coherence bandwidth (0 assure the existence of resolvable paths. The base station uses
Differential Phase Shift Keying (DSPK) for modulation and a RAKE receiver.
Evaluation of different perfonnance measures such as bit error probability and outage
probability is perfonned. A significant improvement in capacity for the 8 sensors smart
antenna over the conventional one antenna element is achieved.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Smart Antennas
In wireless communication, especially in mobile phone systems, two major aspects are
always considered. the system capacity and the quality of the communication services.
Recent trends in mobile communication have shown that intelligent smart antenna system
at the base stations would enhance the communication capacity and the quality of the
communication services. Therefore, smart antenna systems have been introduced for base
stations to locate and traCk mobile users and provide them with an improved quality of
services.
Smart antcMas are composed of phase array antennas and beam fonners which combine
the signals from the antenna array elements. Adjusting the amplitude and phase with
which the individual antenna signals are combined can control a composite antenna
panem. This enables the array to act as a spatial filter. which can enhance or reject
signals, based on their direction of arrival. Smart antenna systems, which are applicable to
the multi-access coaununication systems. allow customize beams to be generated for each
mobile or group of mobiles. This allows channel reuse with the same cellular domain.
The main drawbacks to ltigh perfonnance wireless communicatiollS are interference from
other users (C<H:hannel interference), wnich limits the system capacity (nwnber of users.
wltich can be served by the system), the intersymbol interference (lSI) and the signal
fading (time varying amplitude) caused by the multipath signals.
Since the desired signal and the co-channel interference arrive at the receiver from
clifferent directions, sman antenna can use these differences to reduce the co-cannel
interference and hence increase the system capacity. In addition, the reflected multipath
components of the tranSmitted signal also arrive at the receiver from different directions.
Spatial processing can use these differences to attenuate the multipath. thereby reducing
lSI and fading, which will lead to nigher dara rate and bener bit error rate HER
perfonnance. (Simon et. al. 1998).
1.2 Channel Models
The use of sman antennas in small, lightweight and low-power hand-held devices is
unlikely in the next generation systems. However, the base station for these applications
can use antenna array with space-time processing at the transminer to reduce the co-
channel interference and multipath, providing similar perfonnance advantage as smart
antenna in the receiver. The design of sroan antennas and the analysis of their
perfonnance requires a new class of channel models, which incorporate both spatial and
temporal characteristics. These models can be divided into the following groups:
1.2.1 General statistically based models
These models contain Lee's model. Discrete Uniform Distribution model, Geomettically
Based Signal Bounce Statistical model and Gaussian Angle of Arrival model. These
models are useful for general system performance analysis (Enel and Cardieri, 1998).
1.2.2 More site~specificmodels
These are Extended Tap Delay Line model and Measurement-based Channel model. They
can be expected to yield greater accuracy but require measurement data as an input (Ertel
and Cardieri, 1998).
1.2.3 Entirely site-specific models
An example from this group is Ray Tracing model, which has the potential to be
extremely accurate but require a comprehensive description of the physical propagation
environment as well as measurement to validate the models. (Enel and Cardieri, 1998).
The objective of modeling is to substantially reduce the amount of physical measurement
required in the system planning process.
1.3 Smart Antennas in Mobile Communications
Cellular systems use 120" sectorization at each base station. Each base station uses three
separate sets of antenna for each 1200 sector, with dual receiver diversity in each sector.
But each sector uses different frequency to reduce co-channel interference, therefore
handoffs between sector are required. For higher perfonnance, narrower sectors could be
used. but this will result in lOO many handoffs. The introduction of multibeam or adaptive
array antenna (diversity antenna) without handoffs between beams (smart antennas)
overcomes this problem (Ertel and Cardieri. 1998).
This phenomenon leads to the use of antenna arrays in many applications like 15-136
digital IDMA systems. GSM system and IS~95 Digital CDMA systems to enhance the
range and capacity increase.
The IS·95 CDMA system (Feher. 1995) has multiple simultaneous users in each
l.25MHz channel with 8 kbls per user and a spreading gain of 128. A RAKE receiver,
which combines delayed version of the COMA signals overcomes the delayed spread
problem and provides a diversity gain. The CDMA spreading codes can provide the
reference signal for adaptive array weight calculation. The advantage and disadvantage of
the adaptive array antennas and the multibeam antennas on range, capacity and data rate
for the COMA systems can be summarized as follows:
The RAKE receiver generally provides three-fold diversity, and different beams can be
used for each figure of the RAKE receiver. The net effect is that the additional diversity
gain of the adaptive array is much smaller. and the antenna gain limitation is much less
(Winters. 1998). Therefore an adaptive array provides onJy a slightly larger range
increase. Whereas multibeam antennas are more preferable for COMA, because they
require less complexity with respect to weightlbeam. tracking and to the downlink uaffic.
COMA capacity depends on the spreading gain and the corresponding number of equal-
power co-channel interference. A multibeam antenna with M beams reduces the number
of interference per beam by a factor M, and thereby increases the capacity by M-folds. As
for an adaptive array. it can provide only limited additional interference suppression.
since the number of intereferers is much greater than the number of antennas. Because
multibeam antennas ace less complex than adaptive arrays. particularly since beams need
to be switched at most every few seconds versus tracking 179 Hz fading signals in
adaptive arrays. multibeam antennas ace generally preferred in CDMA systems.
In general an adaptive array antenna can separate signals from closely spaced antennas.
This enables multiple spatial channels to be used to greatly increase the data rate between
a mobile and a base station.
1.4 Multiple Access Systems
Multiple access schemes ace used to allow many mobile users to share simUltaneously a
finite amount of radio spectrum and to achieve high capacity services by simultaneously
allocating the available amount of channels to multiple users.
In wireless communications syStems. it is often desirable to allow the subscriber to send
simultaneous information to the base station while receiving information from the base
station.
There are three major access techniques used [0 share the available bandwidth in wireless
communication systems. These techniques can be categorized into two basic groups,
narrowband channelize systems and wideband systems, depending upon how the
available bandwidth is allocated to the users.
1.4.1 Narrowband Systems
In narrowband systems the available radio spectrum is divided into a large number of
narrowband channels. Two multi·aceess techniques are categorized under this system. In
Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA), a user is assigned a particular channel,
which is not shared by other users in the vicinity. Time Division Multiple Access
(IDMA) on the other hand allows users to share the same channel but allocates a unique
time slot to each user in a cyclical fashion on the channel. Therefore. a small number of
users are separated in time on a single channel. Figure 1.1 shows these syStems.
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Figure 1. 1 Narrowband multiple access
1.4.2 Wideband Systems
In wideband systems, the entire system bandwidth is made available to each user and it is
much larger than the bandwidth required for transmitting information. Such systems are
referred to as Spread Specuurn (SS) systems. These systems can use codes or time slots to
select users as shown in Figure 1. 2.
TDMA allocates time slots to the many users on the channel and allows only one user to
access the channel at any instant of time.
Systems that use codes as a basis of selection are called Code Division Multiple Access
(COMA). It allows all users to access the channel at the same time. This system has been
adopted as a standard called IS-95 COMA. It promises improved capacity of either the
analog AMPS system or the digital TDMA system. The major attributes of IS-95 CDMA
syslemsare:
System Capacity. The capacity of COMA system is higher than that of the existing
analog system due to improved code gain/modulation density, voice activity, three sector
sectorization and reuse of the same specuum in every cell, (Kohno, 1998).
Economies. CDMA system is a cost-effective technology that requires fewer, less~
expensive cells and no costly frequency reuse panern.
Quality of Service. It can be improved by proViding robust operation in fading
environments and soft handoffs. CDMA takes the advantages of multipath fading to
enhance communication and voice quality. By using a RAKE receiver and other
improved signal~processing techniques, each mobile station selects the three strongest
multipath signals and coherently combines them to produce an enhanced signal. Thus, the
fading multipath nature is used to an advantage in COMA.
----Codal
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1.5 Duplexing
Figure 1. 2 Wideband Multiple Access
The effect of sending and receiving infonnation simultaneously is called duplexing. It is
generally required in wireless systems. Duplexing may be performed using frequency or
time domain techniques.
Frequency Division Duplexing (FOO) provides two distinct bands of frequency for each
user. The forward band provides traffic from the base station to the user while, the reverse
band provides traffic from the user to the base station. A device called duplexer is used to
allow simultaneous rransmission and reception on the duplex channel.
Time Division Duplexing (TOD) uses time instead of frequency to provide both forward
and reverse links.
Table 1.1 shows the use of multiple access techniques in wireless conununication
systems.
Table 1. 1 Multi Access TechnicaJ Applications
Wireless System Multiple Access Technique
Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS) fDMAlFDD
Global System for Mobile (GSM) TDMAlFDD
u. S. Digilal CeUular (U5DC) TDMAlFDD
Japanese Digital Cellular (JDC) TDMA/FDO
Cordless Telephone (TC2) fDMAlIDD
Digila1 European Cordless Telephone (DEeD fDMAffOO
U. S. Narrowband Spread Spectrum (15-95) CDMNFDD
1.6 Thesis Overview
The application of the COMA systems can be classified into three major categories,
Indoor Wireless Communications, Outdoor Cellular CDMA Systems and Mobile Satellite
COMA Systems. Indoor wireless conununication has significant advantages over the
conventional cabling. Therefore. OS-SS modulation for indoor wireless multiple access
communications over multipath fading channels is widely employed. OS-S5 provides
both multiple access and resistance to multipath fading. OS-SS will be discussed in
chapter three.
The general propagation characteristics of an indoor environment can be assumed as the
channel, which is characlerized as a frequency selective, slow fading channel. The most
important effects are path loss due 10 distance between transmitter and receiver and
multipath propagation due to reflection and absorption of radio waves. The multipath
effect can be modeled by describing the channel as a filter with a discrete impulse
response. This response consists of a number of resolvable paths, eacb having an
independent gain, phase and delay described by random variables, these parameters will
be coveR! in chapter two and four. In chapter five we will study the performance of the
system configuration from the bit e:ntX" probability, outage probability and diversity
technique point of view.
The COMA protlX:Ols achieve their multiple access properties by assigning each user a
different code. This code is used to tranSform. a user's signal in wide bandwidth signals. If
a receiver receives multiple wide bandwidth signals, it will use the code assigned to a
panicular user to uansfonn the wideband signals received from that user back to the
original signal.
During this process the desired signal power is compressed into the original signal to
appear as noise when compared to the desired signal (Garg eL al. 1997).
If the number of the interfering users is not too large. the signal-ta-noise ratio will be
large enough to extract the desired signal without CITOr". In this case the protocol behaves
as a cooteotionJess protocol. However. if the number of the users exceeds a certain limit,
the interference becomes 100 large for the desired signal to be exrracted and contention
occurs. 1berefore the protocol is basically coo1entionless unJess 100 many users access
the cannel at the same time.
The concept of division in the COMA protocols will be discussed in more detail in
chapter three.
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1.6.1 Motivation
The capacity of a set of ponable stations sharing a single indoor radio channel was
conducted in a previous work. by (Shad. et, ai. 1997). 1be swions communicate with a
base station. which is equipped with a sman antenna operating in multibeam space
division multiple access and lime division multiple access. (SDMAlIDMA) mode. Both
theoretical and measured data showed that dynamic slot allocation is capable of
increasing the static capacity of SDMAlIDMA system. (WinterS. 1987) showed that
optimum combining can increase the capacity of the system. Moreover. (Prasad and
Misser. 1995) used the diversity lechniques 10 improve the system perfonnance from the
bit error point view. The latest trends indicate that COMA systems for wireless personal
conuuunications operating at wideband RF shows a tremendous increase in usage in the
coming years. 1be topic of system perfonnance will be a big issue in the design of this
system. Moreover. introducing smart antennas gives the challenge to use them in
improving the performance of COMA systems. In this thesis. both the COMA system and
the. sman antenna are studied to achieve an improvement in the system capacity.
1.6.2 Thesis objective
Tbe objective of this thesis is to investigate the impact of using sman antennas to increase
the capacity of indoor COMA wireless communication systems.
1.6.3 Thesis outline
This thesis examines the capacity of an indoor CDMA system, using a smart antenna base
station. A number of portable stations sharing a single indoor radio channel arc
II
considered. The base station is equipped with a sman antenna operating in multibeam
COMA mode. Erst the concept of smart antenna in wireless personal communications
will be reviewed The fundamentals of the technology and statistically based models foc
me spatial channels for anleona amly systems will be oullioed.. The usc of Ihese models in
the analysis and simulation of anlenna array systems will be presented. Finally, the
performance improvement of the antenna lIlT3.y including diversity, interference
suppression and capacity increase wiU be investigated as foUows:
The space-time models for COMA syslem is reviewed, which include array vector
estimation technique and techniques for combined equalization and multi-user detection.
The application of these modems to improve the performance of COMA cellular systems
is outlined. Finally the techniques and the fundamentals of the spread spectrum system
are discussed, followed by the concept of division in the COMA protocols.
The COMA standaTds and the design concepts for mobile communications and
techniques used to increase the capacity of the CDMA are discussed_ This includes the
performance of the system configuration from the bit error probability and OlItage
probabilily.
A wideband RF chan.')C1 system is evaluated. After constructing the system models. the
propagation charxteristic in the indoor environment is investigared.. Fmally [he capacity
of the system is detennined.
Simulation results using MATLAB and SIMULlNK. models of the systems are presented
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2 PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS
2.1 Fundamentals of radio propagation
Knowing the propagation characteristics of a channel is an important aspect in radio
communications. The transmission pam between the transmitter and the receiver can vary
from direct line of sight (LOS) to one that is severely obstructed by buildings and
foliages. To establish a good communication between a mobile and base station, the
communication link must be well defined. In general, there ace three basic propagation
mechanisms which impact propagation in a mobile propagation system: Reflection,
Diffraction, and Scattering. The fIrst occurs when propagating electromagnetic wave
impinges upon an object, which has very large dimension when compared to the
wavelength of the propagating wave (Rappaport, 1996). The second occurs when the
radio path between the transmitter and the receiver is obstructed by a surface that has
sharp edges. The reSUlting diffraction depends on the geomcuy of the object as well as the
13
amplitude. phase and polarization of the incident wave at the point of diffrac:tion
(Rappaport, 1996). 1be third occurs when the medium through which the wave travels
consists of objects with dimensions that are small compare lO the wavelength. Scattered
waves are produced by rough surfaces. small objects or any Olber irregularities_ In an
indoor environment there are two aspects associated with building losses_ Erst is the loss
lhrough the outer structure. known as penetration loss. 1be second refers to the losses
between locations within the building resulting from the layout of the building. the nature
of material used in the consl:IUCtion of the outside walls. floors. the partitions. and the
building type_ All are known as the bUilding tosses. Many measurements have been done
to obtain infonnation concerning propagation loss (Rappaport. 1996).
2.2 Penetration Loss
The best definition 10 building penetration loss as given by (Doble. 1996). is .. Building
penetration loss is the difference between the mean signa1level measured right around the
outside of the building at ground level and the mean level over the flooc of interest. ("The
research results obtained were subjected to a variety of factol5 such as the amount of
glass in the walls. the different ways in which the floors are divided, and the material
used). In an experiment conducted in the Electrical Engineering Department at Liverpool
Univel5ity. (Doble. 1996). the penelration loss measured on the ground floor was (2.1
dB and on the first floor 1.6 dB. The difference is due 10 a large area of glass used in the
fil5t floor. Moreover. RF penetration was found to be a function of frequency as well as
height within a building. Penetration loss decreases with the increase of frequency. The
14
experimental studies also showed that peneaation loss decreased at a rate of about 2 dB
per floor from ground level up to the 1011I floor and then started to increase due to
shadowing effects of adjacent buildings.
2.3 Indoor Losses
Indoor radio propagation is dominated by the same mechanisms as outdoor propagation.
However, conditions are much more variable due to people movement and whether
interior doors and widows are open or closed. The field of indoor radio propagation is
relatively new with the first wave of research occurring in the early 1980's. The indoor
channels are subjected to a variety of characteristics such as path loss, multipath
propagation and channel fading and shadowing. Multipath fading is described by its
envelope fading (nonfrequency-selective amplitude distribution), Doppler spread (time-
selective or time variable random phase noise), and a time-delay spread (variable
propagation distance of reflected signals causing time variation in the reflected signals).
In general indoor channels can be classified either as line--of-sight (LOS) or obslnlcted
(OBS), with simple or heavy clutter.
2.3.1 Path loss
Path loss in radio propagation is a measure of interest. It is defined as the ratio between
the received power P,and the transmitted power P,.
(2.1)
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The average power at a dislance d from the transmitter is a decreasing function of
distance d, which is represented by a path loss power law
(2.2)
Measurements have been done to obtain infonnation about the value of the path loss law
exponent y in indoor environment. In free space this exponent is equal to two, therefore
the power law follows an inverse square law (Prasad 1996).
The value ofy is reponed in different research papers. In Bultitude (1987) and Saleh and
Valenzuela (987), the location of the transmitter and receiver is considered. Table. 2.1
lists thcse valucs
Table 2. 1 Measured values ror path Joss exponent
Location of uansmittel
allway
lHallway
allway
Location of receiver
allway
!Rooms off the hallway
fRooms off and perpendicular te
~e transmitter
Frequency
910 MHz
Valueofy
1.8
3.0
4.0106.0
Other factors such as partition malerial, type of building, LOS path, OBS path, and light
and heavy clutters are also considered and reported in (Bultitude, 1987), (paroakis, 1995)
and (Prasad, 1996). Table 2.2 shows these measurements.
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It is reported that the upnotmal condition takes place when the receiver is located in
rooms off the hallway and perpendicular to the transmitter hallway.
The average power received by the base station from any mobile letminal is a function of
the distance. If the terminal is close to the base station then the average power is much
higher than that which is lcealed in a larger distance. This is called the near·far zone
effect and it is a result of the path-loss law.
Table 2. 2 Measured values fo[' path loss exponenet building type
Value Ofy
Frequency LOS 08S
Building GHz Light Boa." Light Heavy Upnormal
type clutter clutter clutter clutter condition
Metalized 6.0
partition
Factories 1.79 1.79 2.38 2.81
2.4 1.2t02 3.3
4.75 1.2102 3.8
11.5 1.2t02 4.5
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Propagation between floors is another important aspect in dealing with wireless system of
multifloor buildings that need to share frequencies within the building. Frequencies are
reused on different floors to avoid the co-channel interference. Measurements have shown
that loss between floors does not increase linearly in dB. The greatest floor attenuation in
dB occurs when the receiver and ttansmitter are separated by one floor. Typical values of
attenuation between floors are 15 dB for a single floor separation and an additional 6·10
dB per floor separation up to four floors. For more than four floor the path.loss will
increase by only few dB for each additional floor. Moreover the signal strength or
avemge power received inside a building increases with height of the building.
There are different models to calculate the path-loss. Since the mean path loss is a
function of distance and the y th power, then the path-loss in dB can be modeled as,
(Garg, et. al, 1991);
L(R):L(R.)+10xy log (..!i.) dB
R,
(2.3)
where, L(R) is the mean path-loss in dB, L(Ro) is a path-loss in dB from the transmitter to
reference distance Ro. y is the path-loss exponent. R is the distance from the
transminer{m) and Ro is a reference distance from the transmitter (m). L (Ro) is found to
be 31.1 dB at 914 MHz. Equation 2.3 is modified to emphasize the mean path-loss
exponent as a function of the number of floors between the receiver and transmitter.
L(R):L(R.)+10xy (mUlti/loor)lOg("*:)dB (2.4)
The floor attenuation factor (FAF) also can be used as another path-loss prediction mode1.
A constant FAF in dB which is a function of the number of floors and building type is
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added to equation 23 10 model the pam-loss in the same floor.
l.(R)::L(Re)+10xy 10g <-j;) + FAF dB (2.5)
2.3.2 Multipath
Multipath is the phenoD1Coon of signal reflections. which arrive al the receiver antenna al
different times. These reflections are due to building structure and swrounding inventory.
In other words. in most application. no complete direct LOS propagation exists between
the base station antenna and the mobile antennas because of nanual. and constructed
obstacles. In such cases the radio link may be modeled as a randomly varying propagation
path. But in general. there may exist more lhan one propagation path. which in this case is
referred to as mUltipath propagation. Figure 2. Ishows these propagations.
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Antenna
V
Figure 2. 1 Multipatb propagatioD
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The reflected signals add up logether. which cause signal peaks or dips, depending on the
phases of the reflected signals.
lndoor multipath channel can be represented by certain factors. The baseband! complex
response of the Alh path is given by, (Prasad. 1996):
h,(t)~P, expUr,}8,(t-r,) (2.6)
where j3,~ is a positive gain, 't~ is a propagation delay, y~ is a phase shift and AindLicales the
desired path. These parameters are randomly changing functions of time because of
people and other environmental factors. Therefore, these parameters cause a vauiation in
the received signal strength. Another importanl distortion is also considered, which is due
to frequency selectivity of the channel. Each of the two distortions is related to a different
aspect. The fonner depends on the coherence bandwidth of the channel (multipath
spread). The later depends on the time variation of the channel charneteriZC'd by the
coherence time (Doppler spread).
2.3.2.1 Delay spread
Good infonnation about the multipath characteristics of the channel can be obtaimed from
the impulse response of the paths. This impulse response can be considered as a power
delay density function, which can be characterized by using the RMS multipath delay
spread T m• Delay spread is the standard deviation of the power delay profile. It can be
calculated by using the following equation. (Prasad, 1996):
(2.7a)
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with
(2.Th)
and
(2.7c)
wh.ere ~ is the received power of the Adl pulse and 't~ is nns time delay spread. Typical
values for 't~ in an indoor environment are of the order of nanoseconds. Some of these
values which are measured in different indoor locations and reported in the literature.
(Prasad., 1996) are listed in Table 2.3
Table 2. 3 Time delay spread
Frequency range (MHz) Delay spread range ( ns )
.10 50 to2S0
ISOO 10 to SO
1900 701094
2400tollSOO 10 to 20
850 to 4000 210 to 300
The coherence bandwidth of the channel is the bandwidth over which the signal
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propagation characteristics are corttlated. If the coherence bandwidth is smaller dlan the
transmitted signal bandwidth then the channel is frequency selective and the different
frequency components in the signal are subjected to different gains and phase shifts. On
the other hand if the coherence bandwidth is larger than the bandwidth of the transmitted
signal. the channel is frequency oooselective and all frequency components are subjected
to the same gain and phase shift. In genernl the bandwidth of a spread spectrum system is
larger than the coherence bandwidth. which implies that the channel is frequency
selective. The coherence bandwidth is expressed as the recipnxal of the nns time delay
spread. In other wocds the nns delay spread and the coherence bandwidth are inversely
proportional to one another. The characteristic of the channel is frequency selective and
leads to an exislence of the so-called resolvable paths. The delayed version of the initial
signal can be grouped in c1uslers (paths), which can be resolved independentJy. The
maximum number of the resolvable paths L can be detennined using the multipath delay
spread and the chip duration. For the signals 10 be resolved, they should be separaled by
one chip time Tc- Therefore the maximum paths can be estimaled as
(2.8)
Choosing the largest iOlcgcr thai is less lhan or equal 10 T-. I T", will delenninc L.
Equation 2.8 can be used only if the number of resolvable palhs is fixed. but in practice
this number is a random variable.
2.3.2.2 Doppler sprud
Doppler spread is the range of values of frequency over which the Doppler power
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spectrum is essentially nonzero. It is related to the coherence time of the channel which,
is the duration over which the channel characteristics do not change significantly.
Therefore the coherence time of the channel can be calculated as the reciprocal of the
Doppler spread. Since the coherence time is the measure of the width of the time
correlation function. a slow changing channel has a large coherence time or a small
Doppler spread.
In an indoor environment measuremenls, in any fixed location. temporal variations in the
received signal envelope caused by movement of personnel and machinery are considered
to be slow. and have a maximum Doppler spread of6.1 Hz.
2.3.3 Fading characteristics
The rapid fluctuation of the amplitude of a radio signal over a short period of time or
travel distance is called fading. It is caused by interference between two or more versions
of the transmitted signals. which arrive at the receiver at slightly different times,
(multipaths). These signals combine at the receiver to give a resultant signal which can
vary widely in amplitude and phase. The fading depends on the nature of the transmitted
signal with respect to the charncteristics of the channel. The relation between the signal
parameters and the channel parnmeters detennine the type of fading that the signal will
undergo. Small Scale fading based on Multipath Time Delay Spread has two types of
fading. Aat Fading and Frequency Selective Fading. While Small-Scale fading based on
Doppler Spread has another two types of fading. Fast Fading and Slow Fading.
The channel may be classified to be either fast fading or slow fading depending on ratio
of the rate of change of the transmitted signal. to the rate of change of the channel. Fast
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fading occurs when the channel impulse response changes rapidly within the symbol
durntion. that is lhe coherence time oflhe channel is smaller lhan lhe symbol period of the
l:raIlSmitted signal. This characteristic causes the signal to be distorted. Fast fading occurs
only for very slow data rate.
In slow fading lhe channel impulse response changes at a rate much slower than the
transmitted baseband signal. Therefore the channel may be assumed to be Static over one
or several reciprocal bandwidth intervals. In the frequency domain. this implies lhat the
Doppler spread of the channel is much less than the bandwidth of the baseband signal.
We may notice that the velocity of the mobile or the objects in the channel detennine
whether a signal undergoes fast fading or slow fading.
2.3.4 Fading distribution
Two types of disttibutions are always considered when talking about the fading statistics
of the channel, Rayleigh disttibution and Ricean distribution. Depending on the nature of
the reflected signals arriving at the receiver antenna, the channel distribution is
determined.
2.3.4.1 Rayleigh distribution
The Rayleigh distribution is commonly used to describe the statistical time varying nature
of the received envelope of a flat fading signal, or the received envelope of an individual
multipath component. The Rayleigb disttibution has a probability density function (pdf)
given by
2S
(2.9)
where a is the rms value of the received vOltage signal. a'- is the time avemge power of
the received signal and r is the distance. 1be probability that !.be enveJope of the r=ived
signal does not exceed a specified threshold It. is given by the fOUowing cumulative
distribution function (cdC)
, ( R'lP(r)=Pr(rSR)"'fP(r)dr~l-exp -----r
, 2u
2.3.4.2 Rlcun distribution
(2.10)
1be existence of a dominant stationary signal component. such as a line-of-Sight (LOS)
propagation path makes !.be fading Statistics of the signal envelope to be considered as a
Ricean distribution.. The random multipath components that arrive at different angles are
superimposed on a stationary dominant signal. Therefore two distributions related to the
Ricean distribution can be distinct. rU"St the spatial signal strength distribution; if lhe
environment is static, there is a fixed spatial p3uem of signal maxima and minima. The
measurements confirmed that since a significant part of the received signal envelope is
due to a constant path, the spatial signal strength distribution could be described by a
Ricean distribution.. Second the signal strength distribution, which is due to the existence
of a LOS component at the input of a fixed receiver antenna. is also a Ricean distributioo.
The Ricean distribution is characterized by a pawneter R, which is the ratio of the peak
power and the power received over specUlar paths.
R=;;1
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(2.11)
According to the recent measurement done in office building (Bultitude, 1987 and
Rappaport, 1996), the parameter R was found ro be equal to 6.8 dB, which corresponds to
a brick building with reinforced concrete and plaster, as well as some ceramic block
interior partitions. The parameter R is equal to 11 dB corresponding to a building having
the same construction, but with an open-office interior floor plan and nonmetallic ceiling
tiles throughout. The Ricean distribution has a probability density function (pdf) given by
(Prasad, 1996)
(2.12)
where s is the peak: value of the specular radio signal due to the superposion of the
dominate WS signal and the time invariant scattered signals reflected from walls, ceiling
and stationary inventory. 10 ( ) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and zero
order. Figure 2. 2 shows a Ricean probability density function for R equal to 6.8 and
IldB.
In the case where there is no dominant component and the received signal consists of
reflected versions of the original signal, then the parameter R approaches zero and the
Ricean distribution changes inro Rayleigh distribution, (Prasad, 1996). This shows that
the Rayleigh distribution is similar to the Ricean disaibution with direct to specular ratio
R=O.
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Rayleigh distribution
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Figure 2.. 2 Ricean distribution
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3 CODE DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS
3.1 CDMA Protocols
Code division multiple access system uses coding to achieve its multiple access propeny.
The property of division is achieved by assigning each subscriber a unique code
sequence. This code is used to transform the original signal in a wideband signal before
transmission. This phenomenon is called spread-spectrum. On the other hand the receiver
uses the code which is assigned to a particular user to transform back the received
wideband signal to the original signal. In this processing the desired signal power is
compressed into me original signal bandwidth while the other signal bandwidths remain
unchanged and appear as interfering signals to the desired user's signal.
The COMA protocol is considered to be placed between the contentionless and
contention protocols. Depending on the interfering signals the behavior of the CDMA
system describes its protocol. If the number of the interfering signals is not too large, the
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signal-to-ooise ratio will be large enough to cxuact the desired signal without error and
the system will behave as contentionless protocol. However if the number is too large. it
will be too difficult for the desired signal to be extraeted and the system will behave as
contention pmtocol.
3.1.1 Direct-Sequence COMA
Modulation is used as a basis of division in COMA system to obtain the wideband signal.
This leads to different types of protocol which in tum describes the techniques used in
generating the spread spectrum signals The most weU known types of spread spccuum
are: Direct Sequence COMA (OS-COMA). Frequency-Hopping COMA (FH-COMA),
Time-Hopping COMA (TIl-COMA) and hybrid COMA (Prasad. 1996). The first twO
types. are the most common used ones in wireless communications.
The spread spectrum modulation transforms the infonnation data into transmission signal
with a much larger bandwidth. The ratio of the transmitted bandwidth to the infonnatioo
bandwidth is called the processing gain of the spread specttum system OJ..
In DS-CDMA, the information data signal is directly modulated by a binary code
sequence with a bandwidth much larger than the original bandwidth to transfonn it to
wideband signal. 1be resulWlt signal modulates the carrier, as sbown in Figure 3. L. 1be
modulated signal is then rransmiued through the channel.
The modulated carrier then is modulated by the code signal. This code signal consists of a
number of code bits (chips) that can be either +1 or-I. To obtain the desired spreading of
lhe signal. the chip rate must be much higher than the data bit rate.
For the modulation, different techniques can be used. The most known techniques are
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those of the fonn of phase shift keying (PSK).
At the receiving point the receiver uses coherent demodulation to desprcad the signal
using a locaUy generated code sequence. The desired modulated signal will be
accompanied with other users signals. The receiver correlates the desired signal with the
code sequence of the original signal. To be able [0 perform the despreading operation, the
receiver must not only recognize the code sequence used to spread the original sequence,
but also the codes of the received signal and the locally generated code must be
synchronized. This synchronization must be accomplished at the beginning of the
reception and maintained until the whole signal is received.
For the original data to be demodulated and recovered without error, the desired power
signal to interfering signals ratio should be large and the cross-correlations of the code
sequences of the interfering signals and the code sequence of the desired signal should be
,mall.
OS-COMA protocol has some properties. which make it more preferable among other
protocols. These properties mainly relate to multiple access. multipath, narrowband
intrferences and low probability of interception.
If the multiple users use the channel at the same time. then there will be multiple direct
sequence signals overlapping in time and frequencies. At the receiver, coherent
demodulation is used to remove the code modulation. This operation concentrates the
power of the desired user in the information bandwidth. If the cross-eorrelation between
the code of desired user signal and the code of the interfering signal is small. coherent
detection will put only small part of the interfering signal into the information bandwidth.
This property makes the DS-CDMA more capable for mUltiple access systems.
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Figure 3. 1 Direct Sequence COMA
Another property is related to multipath interference rejection. If the code sequence has
an ideal auto-eorrelation function. as it will be mentioned later, then the correlation
function is zero outside the interval (-T~. Tel where T~ is the chip duration. This means
lhat if the desired signal and a version which is delayed for more than 2T~ are received,
coherent demodulation will treat the delayed version as an interfering signal putting only
a small part of the power in the infonnation bandwidth.
The transmitter involves a multiplication of narrowband signal with a wideband cooe
sequence. The code sequence spreads the spectrum of the narrowband signal so that its
power in the information bandwidth decreases by a factor equal to the processing gain.
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1bis propeny resists the existence of narrowband interference. The OS signal uses lhe
whole signal spectrum all the time; therefore it will have a ve£)' low transmiued power
per henz. This makes it very difficult to detect the signal.
In general DC-CDMA protocol has the following specific advantages: first, the
generation of the coded signal is easy. It can be done by a simple multiplication. Second.
the carrier generator is simple since only one carrier frequency has to be generated.
Coherent demodulation of the spread-spectrum is possible. Finally, no synchronization
among the users is required.
The main problem associated with the OS-COMA prOiocol is the Near-Far effect. TIle
power received from a user close to the base station is much higher than that received
from funher away. Since users continuously transmit over the whole bandwidth. users
close to the base station will constantly create a lot of interference for users far from the
base station, making their reception difficult and sometimes impossible.
3.1.2 Frequency hopping CDMA
Frequency hopping is the one of the most important protocols of CDMA systems. In
frequency hopping, the carrier frequencies assigned [0 the individual users are varied in
pseudorandom fashion within the limitation of a wideband channel. The digital data
(information bits) is broken into an equal sized bursts, which are transmitted. on different
carrier frequencies. The instantaneous bandwidth of any transmitted burst is much smaller
than the total spread bandwidth. In frequency hopped receiver, a locally generated Pseudo
noise (PN) code is used to syncttronize the receiver instantaneous frequency with that of
thetransrnitter.
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Consider the transmitter/receiver diagram of a frequency hopping system shown in Figure
3.2. The data signal is baseband moduJated on a carrier. In most cases PM modulation is
used for analog signals and GSK modulation is used for digital signals. The carrier
frequency is converted to the transmission frequency by using fast frequency synthesizers
that are controlled by the PN code signal. The binary PN code generation drives the
frequency synthesizer to hop to one of the many available frequencies chosen by the PN
sequence generator.
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At the receiver, a locally generated code sequence is used. The received signal then is
convened down to the baseband-modulated carrier. The data is recovered after baseband
demodulation. The synthsization ! tracking circuit ensures that the hopping of the locally
generated carrier will make a possible despreading of the original signal.
There are two typeS of frequency hopping COMA protocOl. The distinction between these
two types can be made according to the rate of change of both the carrier and the
information data. Each type has its own propenies, which distinguish it from the olher.
First, if the rate of change of the carrier frequency (hop) is greater than lhe information
data bit rate, then the system is referred to as a fast frequency hopping COMA (F-FH). In
this case the carrier frequency changes a number of times during the transmission of one
bit, in other words, one bit is transmitted in different frequencies. This phenomenon can
be useful in the multiple access system. If the desired user is the only one to transmit in
most of the frequency band, the received power of the desired user signal will be much
higher than the interfering signal power and the signal will be received correctly. Another
property for the F·FH protocol is the ability to reduce the multipath interference. Any
particular signal frequency will be modulaled and transmitted on a number of carrier
frequencies. The multipath effect is different at different carrier frequencies. Therefore
signal frequencies that are amplified at one carrier frequency will be attenuated at another
carrier frequency. Then at the receiver the responses at the different hopping frequencies
are averaged, thus reducing the multipath interference.If the processing gain Gp is taken
into consideration, then the desired signal will use the hopping frequency where the
interferer is located lIGp percent of the time
The interference is therefore reduced by a factor Gpo Another advantage 10 F·FH is that
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the synchronization is much easier than with DS-COMA. The different frequency bands
that F-FH can occupy do not have 10 be contiguous. 'Therefore the probability of muJtiple
users transmitting in the same time is smaiL
The second type of frequency bopping COMA is the slow frequency bopping pnxocol (S·
FH). This type is accomplished if tile rate of change of bops is less than the rate of change
of the infocmation dara biL In this case multiple bits are transmitted at the same
frequency. This phenomenon can be useful [() some degree in multiple access systems. [f
the probability of other I1SC!'S transmitting in the same frequency band is low enough. the
desired user will be received correctly most of the time. During transmission the FH
signal uses, as much power per h.ertz as a continuous transmission would, but the
frequency at which. the signal is going to be transmitted is unknown and the duration of
the aansmission at a particular frequency is quite small. This gives the FH signal more
readily intercept. Moreover, a frequency hopping system provides a level of security,
especially when a large number of chaoDels are used, since an intercepting receiver that
does DOt know the pseudorandom sequence of frequency slots retune rapidly to search for
the signal it wishes to intercept. The frequency bopping signal is somewhat immune to
fading, since error control coding and interleaving can be used to protect the frequency
hopped signal against deep fades which may occasionally occur during the bopping
sequeoce. Both error control coding and interleaving can also be combined to guard
against erasures which can occur when two or more users transmit on the same channel at
the same time. (Rappaport, 1996).
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3.2 PN Sequence
To spread the bandwidth of the modulated signal to a larger transmission bandwidth and
to distinguish among the different users using the same bandwidth. pseudo noise (PN)
sequences are used in both OS-CDMA and PH-COMA systems. These sequences are
deterministic and periodic.
The idea in generating the PN sequences is to use a shift register in the operation. The
feedback outputs of the shift registers are combined to form the sequence. The shift
register binary sequence is shifted in response to clock pulses. The contents of the stages
are logically combined to fonn the input of the first stage. The contents of the last stage
fonn die code sequence. A feedback shift register and its output are called linear when the
feedback: logic contents are entirely of module-2 adders.
Consider the shift register shown in Figure 3. 3, lhe operation of the shift register is
conlrOUed by a sequence of clock pulses. At each clock pulse. the contents of each stage
in the register is shifted by one stage to the right. In the same time the contents of the
stages 5 and 5, are module-2 added and the result is fed back to stage 51. The shift
register sequence is defined to be the output of stage 5.
It is found that the contents of the register repeats after 2~ -1. where n is the number of
stages. (Dixon. 1976).
The output sequences of the shift register are classified as either maximal or non-maximal
length. Maximal length sequences are the longest sequences that can be generated by a
given shift register of a given length L. All other sequences are considered to be non-
maximal.
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Maximal length sequences are quite useful in spread spectrum techniques. They have
several propenies, which make them very popular.
The number of binary zeros differs from me number of ones by at most one chip (Le.
Ones are 2P -1 and zeros are 2P -2). Second. lhe relative positions of the turns vary from
code sequence to anolher but the number of each tum length is the same (turn is defined
as a sequence of a single type of binary digits). Most imponantly is the existence of good
auto-correlation and cross-correlation behavior.
The rejection of the interfering signals from users other than the desired user depends on
the ratio of the maximum cross-correlation coefficient to auto-eorrelation coefficient. The
smaller is this ratio. the bener is the rejection.
Figure 3. 3 Seven-8tage Sbift Register
AUlcrcorrelation function is defined as the degree of correspondence between a sequence
and its phase shifted version. and it is given by (Feher, 1995)
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(3.1)
If x (t) represents the PN code sequence and it is periodic over a period of To. then the
above equation becomes
where
R ... ('t")::_I_J.... Tt(t)X(t+'t")dt
Ro(O)To _TOil
(3.2)
(3.3)
The cross-correlation is the correlation between two different signals. and is given by;
,,"R~(T):: Jx(t)y(t+T)dl
.ull
(3.4)
One important drawback of the maximal length sequence is the limitation of the number
of sequences that can be produced. To overcome this disadvantage. a new type of code
sequence has been introduced. This code does not satisfy alI the properties of a maximal
length code. but it has a satisfactory correlation behavior compared to non-maximum
length codes.
Using a module·2 adder to the output of two different maximal length codes a new code,
known as the gold code is generated (Dixon, 1976). Figure 3. 4 shows this configuration.
The operation can be described by shifting the maximal length sequences with respect to
one another. then a new code is produced giving 2.... ' sequences plus the original two
maximalleogth codes. In other words. it will give 21>+1+1 different codes.
The maximum cross-correlation coefficient for the gold code is given by
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a-odd
The aulCK:Ortelation coefficient is equal [0 the length of the sequence 1-
FiIW't 3. 4 Gold Codes Gmtratioo. Sdteme
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3.3 CDMA Standard 18-95
COMA technology offers several advanlages over the traditional FDMA AMPS and the
IS-54 TDMA. The USA digital cellular system based on COMA which promises
increased capacity has been standardized as Interim Standard 95 (lS.95) by the USA
Telecommunication Indusay Association (TIA).
Statistics of telephone conversations suggest that in a typical full-duplex two-way voice
conversation. the duty cycle of each voice is less than 35%. Exploring the voice activity
in each FDMA and TDMA systems might be hard to implement because of the time delay
associated with reassigning channel resources during each speech pauses. In COMA it is
possible to reduce interference to other users. This reduction in interference power can be
transferred [0 either an increase in system capacity or reduction in the average power
transmitted by the mobile. Moreover CDMA allows each user within a cell to use the
same radio channel. and users in adjacent cells also use the same radio channel, since this
is a direct sequence spread spectrum COMA system. CDMA completely eliminates the
need for frequency planning within a market.
In the COMA 15-95 standard each channel occupies 1.25 MHz of spectrum on each one
way link:. or 10% of the available ceUular spectrum. Unlike the other cellular standards.
the user data rate changes in real-time, depending on the voice activity and requirements
in the nelWork. Therefore the COMA IS-95 standard uses time and path diversity to
mitigate the effect of frequency selective multipath fading. Time diversity is obtained by
use of forward error correction (FEe) and interleaving. Path diversity is inherently
provided by the CDMA approach. by spreading the signal over 1.25MHz wide
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bandwidth. Such signal wilh wide bandwidth will resolve lhe multipath component and,
thus provide the receiver with several independent fading signal paths. This path diversity
is exploited by the use of RAKE receiver to combine different multipath components.
COMA IS-95 uses different modulation and spread techniques for the forward and
reverse links. On the forward link, the base station simultaneously transmits the user data
for all mobiles in the cell by using different spreading sequence for each mobile. A pilot
code is also transmitted simultaneously at a higher level. thereby allowing all mobiles to
use coherent carrier detection while estimating the channel conditions. On the reverse
link:, all mobiles respond in an asynchronous fashion and have ideally constant signal
level due to power control applied to the base station.
In COMA every user is considered to be as a source of interfering to the other users.
Therefore the mobile system transmits a power control acknowledgement in its curu:nt
implementation. The COMA standard uses several power controltcchniques (open loop
and close loop control) to optimize lhe system performance. In addition. lhe base station
uses a three-sector antenna each sector covering 1200 of the azimuth, to reduce the
multipath access interference and thereby increase system capacity.
3.3.1 CDMA forward link channel
The forward COMA channel consists of a pilot channel, a synchronization channel,
paging channels and forward traffic channels. In the COMA standard, the forward link
uses a combination of frequency division pseudorandom code division and onhogonal
signal multiple access techniques. Dividing the available cellular spectrum into nominal
1.25 MHz bandwidth channel employs frequency division.
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Data on the forward channel is grouped into 20 msec blocks. The user data is first
convolutionally coded and then formancd and interleaved to adjust for the actual user
data rate, which may vary. Then the signal is spreaded using Walsh code and a long PN
sequence at a rate of 1.2288 Mchipslsec. The forward CDMA channel is shown in Figure
3. 5. The overall processing can be described briefly as foUows:
The underlaying data rate for the system is 9600 bits/sec which represents the speech
code rate of 8550 bits/sec. The speech encoder actually detects speech activity and
changes data rate to lower values (1200 bits) during quite silent periods. The 9600
bits/sec stream. is segmented into 20 msec frames and then funher convolutionally
encoded to provide the capability of error correction and detection at the receiver. The
conventional encoder has constraint length K:::9 and code rate of Y2. This will bring the
data rate to 19.2 kbits/sec. Whenever the user data rate is less than 9600 bits/sec, each
symbol from the convolution encoder is repealed before block interleaving. This
repetition results in a constant coded rate of 19200 bits/sec for all possible information
data rate. The convolution encoding is followed by interleaving over 20 msec intervals for
burst error protection. due 10 fast fading in the radio channel.
The 19.2 kbits/sec output of the interleaver is modified by long-eodes which serve as data
scrambling for security. The decimator kccps only the first chip out of every 64
consecutive PN chips.
The modified stream is encoded for spread spectrom transmission using 64 sequences
each of length 64. binary orthogonal Walsh codes. (Feher. 1995) at a fixed chip rate of
1.2288 Mchips/sec. The structure of Walsh code provides 64 orthogonal sequences and
one of the 64 sequences is assigned to a mobile unit during call set-up. In this way, six
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four orthogonal channels can be established on the forward link.
Then the spreaded data stream is spread into 1 and Q streams each of which is modified
by a unique short code of length 215-1 chips. The resulting spread spectrum stream is
carried over the air interface with filttered QPSK modulation
All signals transmitted from a base station in a particular CDMA radio channel share the
set of 64 Walsh codes and the same pair of short codes. However. signals from different
base stations are distinguished by time offset from the basic short code which allows
COMA from each base station to be uniquely identified.
Different signals from a given base station -in particular COMA radio channel are
distinguished at the mobile receiver by the oMogonaI Walsh codes.
A pilot signal is transmitted in each base station. which used as coherent carrier frequency
for demodulation by aIL mobile receivers. The pilot is tra.n!imilted at relatively higher level
than other types of signals. which allows for tracking of the carrier phase. The pilot signal
is unmodulated by information and uses the zero Walsh function. Thus the pilot signal
simply consists of the quadrature pair of short codes.
The synchronization channel broadcasts synchronization messages to the mobile station
and operates at 1200 bits/sec. The mobile receiver can obtain synchronization with the
nearest base station without prior knowledge of the identity of the base station by
searching for the entire length of the short code. The strongest signal time offset
corresponds to the time offset of the short code of the base station which the mobile has
the best propagation channel (nearest base station). The synchronization channel is
assigned channel number 32. The paging channel is used to send control information and
paging messages from the base station to the mobile stations and operates at 9600. 4800.
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2400 or 1200 birslsec. and it is assigned the lowest channel number, (Feher, 1995).
3.3.2 CDMA Reverse link channel
The COMA reverse traffic link employs the same processing concepts as the forward link
with slightly different methodology. Figure 3. 6 illustrates the reverse link channel. Two
channels are assigned to the reverse traffic link, Access Channel CAC) and Reverse
Traffic Channel (RTC). Both share the same frequency assignment. The access channel is
used by the mobile to initiate communication with the base station and to respond to
paging channel messages. The access channel is a random access channel with eacb
channel user uniquely identified by their long code.
The COMA reverse link also employs PN spread spectrum modulation using the same
short codes as that used for the forward link. However all mobiles use the same mobile
phase offset. Signals from different mobiles are distinguished at the base station by use of
a very long (242 ·1) PN sequence with a user address determined time offset.
Because every possible time offset is a valid address, an extremely large address space is
provided. The data rate system is also 9600 bitslsec. The transmitted digital infonnation
stream is grouped into 20 msec frames and then further convolutionally encoded using
code of rate 113 and constraint K=9. This will bring the data rale [0 28.8 Kbitslsec. The
encoded information bits are then interleaved over the 20 msec frame. The interleaved
information are grouped into symbol groups or code words of 6 bits. These code words
are used 10 select one of the 64 different orthogonal Walsh functions for transmission. At
the output of the Walsh modulator, the chip rate is 307.2 Kchipslsec. We may note that
the Walsh codes are used for different purposes on the forward and reverse links. On the
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forward link, Walsh codes are used for spreading to denote a particular user, while on the
reverse link they are used for data modulation.
The fmal-processing element perfonns the direct sequence spreading functions. First the
modulation symbols or Walsh function are spread by using the mobile specific long code
at a rate of lo2288 Mchipslsec (2~6 chips per modulation symbol). Then the data stream
is split into Q and I streams where it is modified with short code pair. The resulting
spread specttum signal is then carried over the air inlerface with filtered O-QPSK (Offset
QPSK) modulation.
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4 ADAPTIVE ARRAY ANTENNA
4.1 Smart Antennas
Sman-antennas are composed of phase array antennas and beam formers which combine
the signals from the antenna array elcmeDlS. A composite antenna pattern is produced.
which can be controlled by adjusting the amplirude and phase wilt! which the individual
antenna signals are combined. This enables the array to act as a spatial filter, which can
enhance or- reject signals based on lheir direction of arrival. Sman antenna systems, which
are applicable to the multi·access communication systems. allow customized beams to be
generated £ex each mobile or group of mobiles. lbis allows channel reuse with the same
cellular domain. Cellulae systems usually use 120" sectorization at each base station. Each
base station uses three separnte sets of antenna for each 1200secoor. with dual receive
wvcrsily in each sector. But each sector uses different frequency to reduce co-channel
interference; therefore handoffs between sectors are required. For higher perfonnance,
narrower .sectors could be used. but this will result in too many handoffs. (Goldsmith.
1998).
Multi-beam or- adaptive amy antenna (divenity antenna) without handoffs between
beams (sman antenna) overcomes this problem.
4.2 Adaptive array antennas
Let us first. consider the adaptive array antenna. Hete. simple multiple antennas are
usually used. The signals from the antennas are weighted and combined to fonn the amy
output to obtain a m.ax.imum signal-to- interi"ercnce plus noise ratio (SINR).
Figure 4. I shows a general layout fOf a phase array antenna. The antenna elements in the
adaptive array should all have similar antenna patterns.
Adjusting the phase between different antennas controls the direction where the
maximum gain would appear. 1be phases are adjusted such that the signals due to a
source in the direction where maximum gain is required are added in phase. lbis results
in the gain of the combined antenna being equal to the sum of the gains of the individual
antenna. (Ertel.., 1998).
Phase array antennas have the following advantages: first. the &nays can theoretically
canceJ. N interferes with M antennas (M>N) and achieve M·N fold diversity gain. Second,
an M-fold diversity gain which produces a reduction in the required average output
signal.to-noise ratio (SNR) for a given bit errof rate (BER) with fading. Finally. the
antenna can also have an M-fold gain. which is the reduction in the required received
signal power fOf a given average of output signal.to·noise ratio. lbis gain is independent
of the environment.
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Figure 4. 1 Pbase Array Antenna
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4.3 Multi-beam Antennas
In the multi-beam antennas the signals induced on different elements are combined 10
form a single OUtpuL The ~ponse as a function of angle is referred to as beam pattern.
The process of combining the signals from different antenna clements and adjusting their
phase to point a beam in the desired direction is known as beam rorming. The direction
where the array has maximum gain is called beam direction. AIl pauerns on either side of
the beam direction have a low value. which is referred to as a nulL Therefore beam
forming exploits the differential phase between different antennas to modify the antenna
pattern of the whole array inlO single antenna pattern. Moreover, multiple fixed beams
can be used in a sector. An M-beam antenna can provide an M-fold antenna gain and
some diversity gain by combining the received signals from different beams. This is
referred to as angle diversity or dual diversity by using second antenna array that uses an
orthogonal polarization (Goldsmith. 1998). 1be same beam can be used for the down-link
as well as for the u~linlc, but it wiU provide only antenna gain on the down-link. Multi-
beam antennas have the foUowmg disadvantages: non-unifocm gain with respect to angle.
second possibility of locking onlO the wrong beam due 1O multipath or interference, and
finally, they cannot suppress interference if it is in the same beam as the desired signal.
The property of the flexibility of adjusting the array weighting to specify the array panem
has a significant application in canceling directional sources operating at the same
frequency as the desired source but not in lhe same direction. In these situations, where
the directions of the interferences are known, it is possible 1O cancel these interferences
by placing the nulls in the pattern corresponding to these directions and steering the main
beam in the direction of the desired signal. Beam fonning in this situation is nonnally
S3
known as null beam forming, Figure 4. 2 shows this pattern. More material regarding
beam. forming and null beam forming can be found in (Winlers, 1998).
Figure 4. 2 Beam forming Pattern
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4.4 Antenna-array Techniques
We referred in (Elfarawi. 1998) to certain problems concerning the wireless
communication systems. Array technology has been established to overcome these
drawbacks. In array technology the signals received by different antenna elemenLS arc
weighted and combined to construct the desired output signals. This arrangement of the
antenna array provides a diversity gain due to multi-path fading in addition to antenna
gain. Diversity is used to overcome the problem of fading and clarifies the fact that
signals arriving at different locations fade at different rates. To utilize diversity in
practice. three different techniques can be used: Spatial. polarization and angle diversity
(Gacg. 1997).
Diversity combining is different from antenna array processing or beam forming. In
diversity combining the signals are combined to increase the signal level without
affecting the individual antenna pattern. A system employing a diversity combiner uses
signals induced on other antenna separated far enough and combines these signals in one
of the following ways;
Equal gain combiner adjusts the phases of the desired signals and combines them in-
phase after equal weighting.
Maximal ratio combiner applies weight in proportion to the SNR and combines the
weighted signal in·phase.
Selection diversity combiner selects the signal from one of the antennas for processing.
The selection may be according to the power of the desired signal, the total power or lhe
8m available at each antenna.
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The selection based upon the SIR is most effective in combating channel interference,
whereas the equal gain combiner provides the (owest outage probabilities, (Ertel, 1998).
The above techniques are applied to the base station. The same techniques can be used for
the handset with a limitation of the cost and the power consumption of the receiver
electronics for each antenna.
4.5 Adaptive Beam forming for Wireless CDMA
The use of adaptive array antennas (smart antennas) in small, lightweight and !ow.power
handled devices is unlikely in the next generation systems. However, the base station for
these applications can use antenna arrays with space-time processing at the transmitter to
reduce the ctH:hannel interference and multipath, providing similar perfonnance
advantages as smart antenna in the receiver.
The phenomena of sectoring the base station into separate sets, (Elfarawi, et. ai, 1998),
leads to the use of antenna arrays in many applications like IS-136 mMA systems, GSM
systems and IS-95 COMA systems to enhance the range and capacity increase.
4.6 Beam forming Techniques
The main purpose of implementing beam forming in communications systems is to
combat multipath. extend coverage by the base station and reuse frequency channels
within tbecell.
In COMA wireless systems, each user within a cell modulates the information signal with
a unique coding sequence that identifies the sender. Although all users use the same
frequency band at the same time. the intended. receiver can detect each of the received
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signals by using an appropriate decoding technique to detcet the user of the subject
matter. The users actually interfere with each other within the same cell and with other
users in adjacent cells. Both interfering signal powers are reduced by the spreading gain
of the code, (Viterbi, 1995).
There are several techniques (algorithms) used 10 design proper beam formers to select
the desired signal from a multiple co-channel signals based on the available information.
The traditional techniques combine high resolution direction-finding (DF) techniques
such as MUSIC, ESPRIT and weighted subspace fitting (WSF), (Pautraj and e[, ai, 1985)
and (Viberg, 1991) with optimum beam fonning 10 estimate the signal wavefonns,
(Anderson, e1. al 1991) and (Ottersten et. ai, 1989). Other techniques used reference or
training signal to find the optimum beam fonner, (Winters et. ai, 1994).
In recent years, several property-restoral techniques have been developed which, exploit
the temporal or spectral structure of communication signals while assuming no prior
spatial information. These techniques take advantage of signal properties such as constant
modulus (eM), (Mayrargue, 1993), discrete alphabet, (Talwar et. ai, 1994), (Swindlhurst
ct. ai, 1993), self-coherence (Agee a1. al, 1994), and high order statistical properties
(Tong et. ai, 1993).
4.7 Signal Model
The above beam fonning techniques are not suitable for COMA systems. One reason for
that can be explained as following: since all users in COMA wireless system are co-
channels, and their number may easily exceed the number of the antennas in addition to
multipath propagation, and the fact that each transmission path may contain diIect,
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reflected and diffracted paths at different time delays. the array manifold may be poorly
defined. Hence. DF-based beam forming techniques are not applicable. Another reason is
that there are no ttaining or reference signals present in the mobile to base link. (Litva et.
al, 1996). Hence reference signal based techniques cannot be used.
(Nugib. 1996) proposed a technique which is based on space-time processing framework.
In this technique a coding filtering at each antenna for each user in the system is
performed. The eigenstructute of the pre-and post-<:orrelation array covariance matrices
to estimate the channel vector and derive the corresponding beam fonners is also
exploited.
We used this technique to construct the beam former for the indoor transmission for the
following reason: first, this technique does not require any training signal. and second. it
does not require any assumptions on the signal propagation. which makes it suitable for
different propagation settings.
In the signal model. we consider an array of M omnidirectional elements immersed in a
homogeneous media in the far field signal sources. Let us consider the origin of the
coordinate system to be the time reference as shown in Figure 4. 3. then the time taken by
the plane wave arriving from the ith source in the direction (4);, ai) and measured from the
A'!l element to the origin is given by (Godara, 1997)
(4.1)
where r~ is the position vector of the A/h element, v(41; • ail is the unit vector in the
direction of (4)1 , al). c is the speed of propagation of the plane wave. and (.) represents the
inner product.
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Figurt! 4. 3 System Coordinate
If we have a linear array of equispaced elements with element spacing d aligmoed with the
x-axis such that the first element is siruared at the origin. then the time taken by !.he plane
wave becomes
( ) d(A-l)cos8,'rAB, =--c--
We can express the signal induced in the reference element due to the ith source as:
(4.2)
(4.3)
where f,(t) denotes the complex modulating function. This function reflects thoe particular
modulation used in the conununication system.
Fot our particular system CDMA this function is given by (Godara, 1997)
f,(t) =b,{t) n,{t)
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(4.4)
where b;(t) denotes the message sequence and n~t) is a pseudo random noise binary
sequence. The modulating function in fact. represents the complex low pass process of the
system with zero mean and variance equal to the source power Pi as measured at the
refen:ncc: element.
1be message sequence can be represented by considering the case of system block
diagram represent.ed in Figure 4. 4 where we have S number of stations (mobiles) with K
users each of which simuhaneously communicate with a base station that uses COMA
system with a Differential Phase Shift Keying (DPSK). DPSK is used here as a
modulation scheme to avoid the need for synchronous carrier recovery at the receiver.
which is a difficult task in a multipath propagation environment. Moreover, since no
phase estimation is required, DPSK is often considered to be noncoherent communication
technique. To elaborate the concept of DPSK in general. the received signal in any given
signaling interval is compared to the phase of the received signal from the proceeding-
signalinginlelVal.
1be data waveform from station S of user K is delJO(ed as
b.. (t)= fb..PTb(t-kTb) ,b.k E (1,-1)
k_
(4.5)
where b-= is a differeotially encoded information data bit, Pn. is a rectangular pulse of unit
height and duration T.
Each user has a unique spread specaum PN code of N chips that fit into one data bit (i.e.
Tb "" NTe or Tb» Te). where Te is the chip duration with a processing gain G. The spread.
spectnun code of user K can be expressed as
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Figure 4. 4 Block Diagram. of CDMA Up Link Traosmitter
where c..:. the spread spectrum code of user k, it is a random variable taking values of ±I
with equal probability, Pe is a rectangular pulse of duration Teo The processing gain G is
defined as
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(4.7)
In our work: we used the configuration in figure 3.4 to generate the code sequence of the
system.
Le[ us assume that X... represents the signal transmitted by user K. Then the signal
rransmined by this user can be expressed as a function of amplitude of the carrier A. the
spreading code, the differentially encoded bit. the angular carrier frequency 00.:. and the
carrier phase shift for the Km user esk•
The amplitude of the carrier A can be evaluated as the product of a binary random
variable and the square root of the power P transmitted by user K. We assume the
existence of perfect power conttol, (i.e. the user adjusts its transmitted power such that
the power received at the base station is kept constant).
Then we can write the ttaIlsmiued signal from the K.t, user as
Xu (t) = A b.k. (t) Csk (t) Cos (roet + eu ) (4.8)
It is important [0 have resolvable paths existing in the system. This can be accomplished
if the signal bandwidth is much larger than the coherence bandwidth of the radio channel.
The multipath lowpass (complex) equivalent expression of the channel for the link of Kill
user of station S and the base station can be written as
(4.9)
where P... is the effect of path loss and lognonnal shadowing. which can be expressed as
(4.10)
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where y is the pam loss exponent. rsll: is the distance between the Km user and the base
station and cI- is me variance which varies between 6-12 depending on the degree of
shadowing.
C1.4* is the ~ path gain or anenuation factor••,.... is the x.. path phase shift. and T,It is the
4 path time delay. L is the number of resolvable paths. The number of resolvable pams
could be fixed or randomly changed. If fixed. it can be calculated as
L =LTIII/Tc J+ 1
where. Till is the delay spread and Tc is the chip duration.
(4.11)
The channel parameter 0.. 41 and T in reality randomly change with time. However. me
rate of their change is too slow compared to me rate of change of the signal so mat mey
are constant over several bit durations.
The phase l'p,slI: is assumed to be unifonnly disttibuted over (0.2n). the path time delay is
assumed to be uniformly disaibuted over (O.T_ or Tb). where T.. is the maximum delay
spread of the channel and Tb is the bit dwatioo.
According to measurements performed in offices and factories (Bultitude. 1987 and
Saleh. 1987). the path gain C1.41t is assumed to rouow independent Ricean distribution
random variables.
In 15-95 standard, the spread signal bandwidth is very small compared to the carrier
frequency. Therefore the narrowband assumption for antenna array is valid, (Naguib.
1994). This enables the roodeling of the time delay due tn propagation across the array as
phase shifts.
If we include the effect of the antenna array on the signal. then me channel expression can
be modified by inserting the response vector of the antenna arrays a/I. into the original
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expression. Therefore, me vector muhipam channel as seen by the Ku. usee wim respect to
me base station antenna array can be written as
h,,(t)= p", t sf, a{'(t) fJ&-r;') ei<'i.' a{'
..1
(4.12)
Now without loss of generality we consider the case of a single cell. The complex
received signal at me base station can be classified as two opposite signals. A desired
signal that belongs to the Ku. user of the subject matter, (in this case reference user
number I), and unwanted signals, which represent me interfering signals plus me noise.
The received signal then can be written as
X(t)=K..(t)+X.(t)
where:
xd(t)= x,,(t) ='If,,'[p'; p" t b{'(t-r;')
'"
.Ct: (t - Tt )a{* (t )e j8r a;:
Md
x.(t)=x,,(t)= f t 'If,,'[p'; p",b;'(t-r,.')
k_2 )".1
.C{k(t_r:,k )a{k(t)eff\-at +n(t)
(4.13)
(4.14)
(4.15)
where n(t) is the white Gaussian noise and it has zero mean and covariance. Equation
4.14 represents the signal from me desired user in the presence of multipam. while
equation 4.15 shows me signals received from other users within the desired user cell site.
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Matlab codes and simulink models were used to evaluate the above partameters and
signals.
4.7.1 Receiver Signal
For the """ path of the desired user K. the antenna outputs are correlated using a code
denoted as C l (t~.~.I). where I indicates user number 1. Then the output expression will be
T'T...
Yu"" fx(t)C1(t- ..... }:it
'..
substituting for the input signal we get
T+<;I..I
YJ..l"" f[xd(t)+n(t)) Cl(t-'tI..I)dt
"-,
If, "" Tfi;d (t-.;,I)C(t-.tl)C1(t-.>..I)dt
"-,
,",d
~ T+<;I..I
n(I):: fO(t)c,(t-t">"I)dt
,,-,
Substituting the above two equations into the output expression we get
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(4.16)
(4.17)
(4.18)
(4.19)
(4.20)
(4.21)
The post correlation noise covariance is given by
(4.22)
when we sample the output signal at sample instant T, the output will be
(4.23)
where Ch.1 is the noise component due [0 thermal noise aDId mUltiple access interference.
The pre and pon-correlation array covariance are given b3'
(4.23)
(4.24)
Cb..1 is the array covariance due to all antenna signals other than the desired hu. path signal
of user K. a...1 can be estimated as the principal eigenvector of the pair matrix ( RI<X • Ryy).
~l also can be estimated as
(4.25)
The above estimation can be used to calculate the OptimlLlIl beam forming weights for the
system
(4.26)
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Using these weights the output at sampling instant T is
:l,.1 = W;:I hI
z",1=A10:).,1 e
j
6J.,1 bI +v{I <b.l
(4.27)
(4.28)
If we consider the current and the previous sampling outputs, we will have the following
outputs
Z~l= AI Ct;l..! e j9;1..1 b? + W~l q;l..l
Zi~=AI Ct;l..I e j9;1..1 b~l + W~l q;l..l
(4.29)
(4.30)
The output decision of the DSPK demodulator and the hard decision then will be (Feher,
1995)
1;A.l=Re~l z;,~l}
4.8 Matched Filter
(4.31)
(4.32)
Consider the output of the antenna array for a single user case and adaptive white
Gaussian noise
(4.33)
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In order [0 derive the optimal space-time matched filler for [he received signal. we
consider the likelihood function of lhe received signal. conditioned on lhe knowledge of
(4.34)
The likelihood function of [he recei.ved muitipath signal can be written via lhe Cameron·
Manin formula as
L({S(l):- <' <-})= C.exp{o(b(<»IU:}
Where C is an arbiuary constant and Q( b(t) ) is defined as
(4.35)
The objective is to select the bits b(t) that wilJ maximize the likelihood function.
Assuming that the user sends M infonnation bits. the first integral yields
gX~(t)s(r)dr=t..,JP; e;".lb(t-T"Io.)C·(t-T"Io.)a~s{t)dr (4.J7)
Whece zl{n). zt<n). _... _. Z(.(n). are the matched filter outputs synchronously sampled with
respect to each path signal and
.r....
ZIo.(n)=",.J.~..:(t-T"Io.)a;S(t)dt. ). .. l, ......•L (4.39)
The second inlegral in Q (equation 4.36) does not depend on the received signal at the
array. therefore. the only adequate statistic for the detection of bits b(n). where 0::1 ... M.
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is ~(n), where A= I ... L, ben) is obtained by a linear operation on lhe received vector
Set).
4.9 RAKE Receiver
The outputs of lhe space-time-matched filter can be combined. Then lhe output of lhe
combiner is passed to a decision device. The overall structure is called a RAKE receiver.
The RAKE receiver combines lhe information obtained from several resolvable multipalh
components. It consists of a bank of correlators as shown in Figure 4. 5, each of which
correlate to a particular multipalh component of lhe desired signal. These correlators are
utilized to separately detect M strongest multipalh components. The outputs of each
correlator are weighted to provide better estimate of the transmitted signal lhan is
provided by a single component. Demodulation and bit decision are lhen based on the
weighted outputs of the M correlators.
In COMA spread spectrum systems, the chip rate is typically much greater than the flat
fading bandwidth oftbe channel. Whereas conventional techniques require an equalizer to
undo the intersymbol interference between adjacent symbols, COMA spreading codes are
designed to provide very low correlation between successive chips. Thus, propagation
delay spread in radio channel merely provides multiple version of the transmitted signal
at the receiver. If these multipath components are delayed in time by more than chip
duration, they appear like uncorrelated noise at COMA receiver, and equalization is not
required. However, since there is useful infonnation in the multipath components, COMA
receivers may combine the time delayed versions of the original signal transmission in
order to improve the signal to noise ratio at the receiver.
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A RAKE receiver does just that. It attempts to coUect the time-sttifted version of the
original signal by providing a separate correlation receiver for each multipath signal.
(Rappaport. 1996).
Figure 4. 5 RAKE Receiver
Since the path signals arrive at the receiver with different delays from different directions
a more sophisticated means of exploiting the spatial structure of the received signals to
obtain efficient combining of paths should be used. The proposed scheme for this service
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is called 2-D RAKE receiver which has been proposed by Khalaj, (Khalaj et. al, 1993). In
the 2-D RAKE receiver,
Figure 4. 6, the weight vector WNis used to improve PN code acquisition. and the weight
vector Wk should be chosen in terms of an optimization criterion. As proposed in
(Naguib. 1996) the weight vector can be obtained by using the array response vector of
the x.:. path of the desired user signal and the covariance for the x.:. path interference plus
noise. The array response vector can be estimated as the principal eigenvector of the
maaix difference
In order to CODSUUCt the beam former RAKE receiver. we use the code filtering approach
proposed in (Naguib, 1995) for each resolvable multipath component.
First, we recall Eq (4.13), the total received signal vector. Since we considered user 1 as
the reference user, then we assume that the time delays 1'~.1o ;\;1 .... L are perfectly
estimated and known. For the nth bit, the post-correlation signal vector for the multipath
component is given by
y(n) =kJ;:~~«A.[X(t)C(t-l'l.l)dt
where
is the undesired component due to thennal noise, and
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(4.40)
(4.41)
(4.42)
(4.43)
Figure 4. 6 2-D RAKE RltCdver
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is rhe undesired component due to multiple access interference plus self interference.
where I•. l.k is defined as
The parameters Ru • Ryy.•. 1 and Ruu .•. l are given by
The same approach for calculating me weight W•. 1 can be used here as well
Therefore rhe beam former OUlput for the Xm pam is
(4.48)
and rhe corresponding pam signal to interference-plus-noise ratio is
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(4.51)
5 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
5.1 Diversity
In the radio propagation environment, diversity techniques can be used to improve the
system performance. It implies that a number of signals carrying the same information
can be combined to improve the pedormance. Two techniques are mostly considered:
Selection diversity and maximal ratio combining.
5.1.1 Selection Diversity
Selection diversity is based on selecting the strongest signal carrying the same
information. In DS·CDMA resolvable paths. this can be accomplished by selecting the
path with largest auto-correlation peak. This implies that the highest order of diversity
that can be achieved with one antenna is equal to the number of resolvable paths. Multiple
antennas then can be used if the order of diversily is too low.
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5.1.2 Maximal Ratio Combining
The idea of maximal ratio combining is to sum lhe demodulation results of a group of
signals carrying the same informatiOD and then using the rrsult as a decision variable. In
the indoor environment DPSK modulation is much preferable 10 avoid the need for
synchronous carrier recovery. The channel parameters are assumed (0 be constant over
two consecutive signaling inlc:rYals. which makes it possible to avoid the need to estimate
the channel parameters since the signal is automatically weighted. This techniques is used
lhrougbout lhe following analysis.
5.2 Bit Error Probability
The estimation of the covariance of the interl'erence and the noise is given in equation
4.25. Then the post-correlation antenna outputs are combined via beam fonning 10
estimate the signal from the desired user. For optimal combining, the optimum beam
forming weight are given by WieoersolutioD. (Winters et. at, 1994)
(S.l)
and the corresponding bit energy to interference-plus-noise ratio is given by
(5.2)
As mentioned in (Winters eL aI, 1994) if the array elements have naif-wavelength
spacing, and there are a large number of users unifonnly disttibutcd in space, then
QI = Scalar X I
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(5.3)
Which means that in this case WI =al or simply we have a simple beam. fonning which
is the optimal choice. The distribution function for the bit-energy to interfcrence-plus-
noise ratio can be obtained as
(5.4)
(5.5)
The first tenn SICk) is due to the signal from the desired user. the second tenn nl(k) is due
to the multiple access interference from users within the cell which is zero mean. and the
third tenn nr(k) is due to the additive thermal noise. which is normal with zero mean and
variance equal to
The variance of nt is given by
var{ttr}=G;J (5.6)
(5.7)
This is a random variable that depends on the voice activity of the users. their distance
from their cell site and shadowing and fading effects.
The signal to interference-plus-noise ratio SINR then can be written as
SINR=_G_
U'
MP+ll
where I, is the iDlerference to signal density ratio due to user cell and is given by
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(5.8)
(5.9)
For large K. II can be approximated by Gaussian random variable with mean equal to
~l (K·l). and variance equal to cT\{K-l). The values of J,ll and 0"1 depend on the voice
activity faetorv. the antenna array configuration and the cell geometry.
The probability of SINR lhen can be given by
(5.10)
where
If we compute equation 5.10 undercenain condition it will give the outage probability of
the system, which is defined. as the probability that the bit.energy to interference-plus-
noise ratio will fall below lhe level TJ required for certain performance.
Therefore the outage probability of the system is given by
(S.Il)
5.1.1 Computational Results
To study lhe performance of the system with the bit error probability and hence determine
the capacity of lhe system in the direct signal propagation. we used the following
parameters for the mcxlel, (Elfarawi and Sinha. 2000). We assumed a circular array
configuration of the antenna array with 5 and 8 elements. Table 5.1 shows the parameters
used in the computational procedure.
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Table S. 1 System parameters
Parameter
8ER
Processing gain ( G )
Variance crt
Voice activity (v)
Array elements ( M )
Array spacing
Value
128 and 256
'dB
0.375
I, Sand8
IJ2
The HER is assumed to be lO"3, which corresponds to SIN of7dB. The mean and variance
of the internal interference were evaluated using matlab code and the method described
by (Gilhousen ct. ai, 1991). The probability ofSINR is computed using equation 5.10.
We examine the capacity of the system in the presence of direct propagation using
different antenna elements and two different processing gains. We noticed that as the
number of antenna array elements increases the number of users served by the base
station increases for a cenain SINR. Figure 5. I shows the capacity of the ceD site in
terms of the outage probability with no path signals available.
In Figure 5. 2 it is clear that a slight improvement in the capacity has been achieved for
the base station using an antenna array, when the processing gain is increased to 256.
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Figure 5. 1 Capacity oftbe system (Outage probability Vs Number of users) G=U8
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Figure S. 2 Capacity of the system (Outage probability Vs Number of users) G=256
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5.3 Bit Error Probability (Multipath Effect)
So far we considered the case of single user wilh direct signal propagation. In the case of
multipath propagation, the rran.smitted signal arrives at the base scation receiver with
different time delays, attenuations and carrier phases as a result of reflections from the
terrains. The structure of these individual paths can be identified and exploited to the
degree that they can be resolved from one another. The wider the bandwidth of the signal
compared to the coherence bandwidth of the channel, the more resolvable are the path
(Paroakis, 1995). In spread spectrum signals using PN sequences with chip duration Tc
=T/G, the individual paths can be resolved as loog as their relative delays are morc than
one chip duration.
In general the path signals arrive at the receiver Dot only with different delays, but also
from different directions in space. A single antenna receiver cannot utilize the spatial
structure of the received signals. With antenna arrays, the spatial structure can be
exploited to obtain a more efficient combining of the paths. This structure is called RAKE
receiver and it has been introduced in chapter four.
Recalling equation 4.25, we can re-write it to estimate the covariance for the A.-th path
interference-plus noise as
Q~I c G~l(R." -~R"d"d)
Then the corresponding optimum beam formec is given by
(5.12)
(5.13)
In lhe same way as before, we can write the bit-energy to interference-plus-noise ratio as
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(5.14)
If the conventional beam fonning is used which means W... l = ak.1 , then the above
equation can be written as
tIP,,!'
SINR = GP-~-'--~IPU~1Iw
(5.15)
(5.16)
where Ik.1 is the interference-plus noise density for the hm path signal. II ....1L are
uncorrclated and can be approximated as Gaussian with the same mean and variance.
The signal to noise-plus.in[erference ratio then is given by
SINR= __G__
max{h};;', (5.17)
and hence the probability ofSINR not ellceeding certain threshold is can be written as
Pr{SINRS I]}S PrJ__G-c- s .}1rnax{hh... t (5.18)
Then the probability density of dIe maximum interference plus noise can be written as
!(a)= G[l-)a-I'l)]"~exp{Ja-~rl') (5.19)~ (1/ ,,2tr(1i 2(1/
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where IJ. I is the mean and d , is variance. Then we can write the outage probability of the
syslemas
where
5.3.1 Computational Results for Multipatb Propagation
The number of paths is considered to be 3 and 4. The other paramelers are mentioned in
TableS. I.
The outage probability is computed using the above parameters, and the capacity of the
cell site in terms of number of users is delermined. First the capacity of the cell sile is
examined for 5 antenna array elements. processing gains of 128 and 256 with 3 resolvable
palhs. As multipath exiSI and a RAKE receiver is used as a filter, the capacity of the cell
site for both multipath and no multipa!h is too close due to !he good perfonnance of me
antenna arrays.
Figure 5. 3 and Figure 5. 4 show the performance of the system with 128 and 256
processing gains respectively.
We also examined !he effecl of the resolvable paths on lbe system with 5 anlenna-array
elements. In Figure 5. 5 and Figure 5. 6. the two configurations are performing almost the
same for 4 resolvable palhs.
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Figure S. 3 Capacity or the system (Outage probability Vs Number or users) M=S.
G=128 and Lm:3
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Figure 5. 4 Capacity of the system (Outage probability Vs Number of users) M::5,
G::156 and 1.=3
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Figure S. 5 Capacity or the system (Outage probability Vs Number of users) M:::5,
G"'l28 and L:4
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Figure s. 6 Capacity or the system (Outage probability Vs Number of users) M::S,
G=2S6 and [.E4
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We noticed that there is no major differeoce in the capacity with the increase of the
resolvable palhs due to the perfonnance of the antenna arrays.
Now we consider the system outage probability when the number of sensors increases. In
Figure 5. 7 and Figure 5. 8 we plot the system outage probability as a function of number
of users when the number of antenna array sensors increases to 8 elemenlS. From these
figures we notice lhat the antenna anay results in a many fold increase in lhe system
capacity.
Figure 5. 9 and Figure 5. 10 show the perfonnance with the number of resolvable paths
increased to 4. Both figures show that the system is as good as when there is no multipath
present.
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Figure S. 7 Capacity of the system (Outage probability Vs Number of users) M::8,
G=128 and L=3
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Figure S. 8 Capacity of the system (Outage probability Vs Number of users) M=8,
G=256 and L=3
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Figure 5. 9 Capacity of the system (Outage probability Vs Number of users) M=8,
G=l28 and L=4
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6 CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Conclusions
The main focus of this work was the development and application of advanced antenna
array signal processing techniques to indoor CDMA wireless communication systems.
This work has been prompted by the curreot Ihrust in wireless communication technology
and the need to suppon the projected capacity demands with lhe introduction of new
personal conununicatioo services.
This work showed how could antenna array (smart antenna) can provide a significant
improvement in the pcrl'onnance and increase the capacity of the second generation of
wireless personal communication.
We overviewed the concept of smart antennas and discussed the techniques used in
solving the problems associated with the wireless personal communication. We discussed
how multibeam anteonas are capable of increasing the capacity of COMA systems.
Chapters 4 and 5 presented the contributions of this thesis.
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We focussed on the mobile to base station link.. We assumed that only the base station
was equipped with sman antenna, which is used to tranSmit and receive signals to and
from the mobile unit- We also made the assumption of a perfect power control at the base
station where all users transmitted to the base station with the same power.
An overview of wireless radio channel and Statistical models for antenna channels was
also provided. The assumption that indoor propagation could be modeled as Rician fading
type is valid and it is dependent on the value of the parameter R that is found by
measurement to be 6.8 or 11 dB.
The techniques used in spread spectrum technology were also investigated. We showed
how codes could be used to an extent to improve the signal security and privacy.
Two types of propagation were considered. Direct signal propagation and multipath
propagation. The perfonnance of an indoor COMA system was assessed in terms of error
probability and outage probability. In general we can state that antenna array
configuration at the base station improves the performance significantly.
We noticed that the perfonnance is quite sensitive to the value of processing gain. the
number of sensors in the array and the number of the propagation paths. For a certain
BER value the number of subscribers can be improved as the number of sensors
increases.
6.2 Future works
This research work by ilSelf cannot answer all questions. which might arise when
discussing the indoor wireless conununicatioos. Funher studies not necessarily limited to
the following areas couid be of great assistance [0 complete this investigation.
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Through out this work the power is assumed to be perfect (i.e. all users transmit the
same power). In reality this assumption is DOl quite correct- The mobile transmission
criterion suffers from the so-called near·far effectS. This phenomenon needs to be
investigated.
The Forward Eaoc Correction FEe is an important concept. It can be used 10 funhcr
improve the performance. of the system. FEe bas the ability to reduce the channel
error propabiLity.
An experimental work could give clearer picture and suppon the theoretical
investigations.
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